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To the Secretary:

I believe the Point Seach Huclear Plant No.1 should not
be allowed to continue operating with faulty and defective steam

generator tubes because of the potential for another Three Mile
Island incident.

I've spent a considerable part of my adult life as fireman

of high pressure steam boilers , and we were constantly impressed

with the hazards and dangers of tube rupture and were shown pic-
tures and slides of damage done under such conditions. The heat
exchanger or steam generator as you descrioe it has the same

potential for damage in case of a tiuoe rupture.

If the tubes are deteriorated and defective, they should be
replaced now and not at some future date several years from now

and in the meantime the Unit No.1 with the most tube problems
should be brought to a Cold Shutdown immediately.

The incident at Three Mile Island happened almost 16 months

ago, and according to news items the reactor is still not con- .

sidered a cold shutdown and probably never will be because with .
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.'.the near-miss to catastrophe that happened, there is possibility j

of control rod damage, and we don't want that to happen in Two
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of those nuclear plants when you ignore the plain simple facts ob ['
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that once that containment structure becomes contaminated
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are helpless to do anything about equipment or control apparatus l' 5
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